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ABSTRACT
Human-generated collections of archived web pages are expensive to create, but provide a critical source of information for researchers studying historical events. Hand-selected collections of web pages about events shared by users on social media offer the opportunity for bootstrapping archived collections. We investigated if collections generated automatically and semi-automatically from social media sources such as Storify, Reddit, Twitter, and Wikipedia are similar to Archive-It human-generated collections. This is a challenging task because it requires comparing collections that may cater to different needs. It is also challenging to compare collections since there are many possible measures to use as a baseline for collection comparison: how does one narrow down this list to metrics that reflect if two collections are similar or dissimilar? We identified social media sources that may provide similar collections to Archive-It human-generated collections in two main steps. First, we explored the state of the art in collection comparison and defined a suite of seven measures (Collection Characterizing Suite - CCS) to describe the individual collections. Second, we calculated the distances between the CCS vectors of Archive-It collections and the CCS vectors of collections generated automatically and semi-automatically from social media sources, to identify social media collections most similar to Archive-It collections. The CCS distance comparison was done for three topics: "Ebola Virus," "Hurricane Harvey," and "2016 Pulse Nightclub Shooting." Our results showed that social media sources such as Storify, Reddit, Twitter, and Wikipedia produce collections that are similar to Archive-It collections. Consequently, curators may consider extracting URIs from these sources in order to begin or augment collections about various news topics.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Following the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa [6], an archivist at the National Library of Medicine (NLM) collected seeds [26] on Archive-It (a service of the Internet Archive) for the Ebola virus outbreak. The seed list is an initial collection of URIs (Uniform Resource Identifiers) representing exemplar web pages for the topic and are subsequently crawled in order to discover more URIs. Human-generated seeds of archived web pages, such as the NLM Archive-It Ebola virus collection are time consuming to create. These collections are usually of a high quality because humans do a good job of filtering irrelevant documents. However, important events can unfold at a rapid pace, consequently, we cannot rely exclusively on experts to generate seeds. To cope with the problem of a shortage of curators amidst an abundance of world events, various organizations such as the Internet Archive (IA) routinely request for users to contribute links to seed Archive-It collections, e.g. the 2016 Pulse Nightclub Shooting [18], the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election [16], and the Dakota Access Pipeline [17] collections.

It is common practice for users on social media sites such as Storify, Reddit, Twitter, and Wikipedia to share hand-selected stories for events. For example, Table 2 juxtaposes seeds from an Archive-It collection and URIs extracted from Reddit and Wikipedia for the Ebola virus topic. We claim these kinds of collections created by social media users offer the opportunity for bootstrapping archived collections. In other words, the URIs extracted from such collections may augment curator-selected seeds for various news events.

To assess the validity of our claim, we investigated if Archive-It seeds are similar to collections created from social media sources for the following topics: “Ebola Virus,” “Hurricane Harvey,” and “2016 Pulse Nightclub Shooting.” Comparing collections is not an easy task especially when the collections are about the same topic. For example, given two collections, e.g., the NLM Archive-It Ebola virus collection and a collection of local news stories about the Ebola outbreak from Guinea [24], how can one tell which is the “better” collection? This is a difficult question because both collections cater to different needs and answer different questions. Therefore, to address the problem of comparing collections, we defined a set of seven metrics - Collection Characterizing Suite (CCS) - that objectively characterize individual collections. Subsequently, multiple collections can be compared by computing the distances between their respective CCS vectors. Here is a complete list of the CCS metrics:

(1) Distribution of topics
(2) Distribution of sources (hostnames)
(3) Content diversity: Doc-Term matrix & List of Entity sets
(4) Temporal distribution: Publication and Content
(5) Source diversity: URI, Domain, Hostname, and Social media
(6) Collection exposure: Archival rate and Tweet index rate
(7) Target audience

Our contributions are as follows. First, we provide a suite of metrics for characterizing collections (CCS). Second, we demonstrate how to compare multiple collections. Third, we provide novel methods for instantiating the metrics in the CCS. Fourth, we used the CCS to compare collections from social media sources and Archive-It collections, showing that these collections are similar. As a result, we propose the extraction of URIs from social media sources to bootstrap archived collections.

Table 1: CCS Metrics derived from the transformation of Library Science Collection Evaluation Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library Science Metrics</th>
<th>CCS Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Usage statistics, e.g., circulation and interlibrary loan statistics | Exposure (or popularity):
1. Archival rate
2. Tweet index rate
Target audience (reading level) |
| Variety of library collection | Content diversity:
1. Document-Term matrix
2. Entity set matrix
Source diversity (policies): URI, Hostname and Domain |
| Bibliographical set comparison | Distribution of sources (hosts) |

2 RELATED WORK

There are many efforts addressing generating collections for specific topics through the use of a focused crawler [7]. Many of these methods require a system that decides whether or not a web page is relevant to the collection topic. Bergmark [3] used a classifier to determine if web pages belonged to various topics in science and mathematics. Farag et al. [10] used a similarity measure that relies on an event model representation of documents in order to determine if web pages were relevant to an event-based collection. Gossen et al. [13] introduced iCrawl, a focused crawler that crawls social media content in order to generate thematically and temporally coherent collections. Similar to focused crawling research, we considered adding the precision metric to the CCS as a means to quantify relevance, but excluded it because we cannot objectively evaluate precision for some collections since relevance can be subjective and there is often no gold standard data available. Also, it may be impossible to automate precision evaluation for arbitrary collections, because evaluating precision requires some notion of relevance. In the absence of these concerns, the user of the CCS may include the precision metric. Many focused crawling efforts did not address how the seeds used to initialize focused crawlers were generated, which is an important part of this work. We do not consider using focused crawlers to crawl seeds to discover more relevant URIs, but focus on how seeds can be generated by exploiting social media collections.

Other efforts related to building collections address the difficulty of seed selection. Schneider et al. [34] proposed the continuous selection of seeds for thematic collections about evolving events. Zheng et al. [39] proposed different seed selection algorithms and showed that different seeds may result in collections that are considered “good” or “bad.” It is important to note that the discovery of seeds is not the focus of this work, instead we propose to extract seeds from social media collections such as Storify, Reddit, Twitter, and Wikipedia, to augment existing seed selection methods.

An important part of utilizing social media sources to bootstrap archived collections is assessing if the collections generated from social media sources are similar to expert-generated seeds, specifically Archive-It collections. To compare collections, we first proposed the CCS, a suite of seven metrics for characterizing individual collections. Collections are subsequently compared by a distance calculation between their respective CCS vectors. We considered research from Library and Web Sciences about collection evaluation in order to identify widely used metrics to include in the CCS.

In 1974, Bonn [4] presented different quantitative methods for evaluating various library collections and expressed the need for library collections to be varied in order to fulfill the needs of various academic programs. In the 1980s, the Research Libraries Group (RLG), a consortium of libraries in the U.S., published the RLG six (0-5) collecting levels [11, 14] to quantify the strength of collections. In summary, level 0 means the library collection is out of scope with respect to a subject, and level 5 means the collection is comprehensive. More recently (2004), Lesniaki provided a simplification [22] of White’s brief tests [37] (comparing a short list of items to a library’s collection) in order to make the test more adaptable by smaller college libraries. Additionally, he expressed the idea that there is not a single meaning of a “good” library collection since the meaning is defined by the user or target audience of the collection.

The questions proposed by the library sciences such as “How does one evaluate collection strength?” and “What is a good collection?” are applicable to the web domain. The solution offered...
by libraries to these questions (quantifying the strength of a collection) also inform the web domain through transformations. For example, the need for variety (or diversity) in library collections expressed by Bonn in 1974 is applicable to the web domain. Similarly, we included the content diversity metric in the CCS to capture the diversity expressed in web collections. Bonn also expressed the importance of evaluating library collections in order to see if they fulfill the needs of their community of users. Similarly, we included the target audience metric in order to estimate the audience a collection targets. Table 1 shows the CCS metrics derived from transforming library collection strength evaluation metrics.

Many solutions offered by libraries for quantifying collection strength can be summarized into two broad categories: collection-centered and use-centered [25]. Collection-centered methods include comparing a collection against an expert-provided gold standard bibliographical set. Use-centered methods include assigning the strength score to a collection based on circulation and interlibrary loan statistics, and patron surveys [15]. At web scale, a gold standard is often absent, but the collection-centered bibliographical set comparison practice informs our CCS distribution of sources, which reports the sources (hosts) that were sampled to build a collection. We believe the use-centered metric is a useful metric for approximating the exposure of a collection, which might approximate the popularity of the collection. Consequently, our CCS includes two metrics inspired by the use-centered metric for evaluating collection strength - archival rates and tweet index rates.

Risse et al. [32] surveyed social scientists, historical scientists, and legal experts in order to extract the requirements they find desirable for building collections. Some of the needs include topical dimension and time dimension, and the need to crawl social media sites. Topical dimension refers to the need to chronicle the evolution of an event over time. Consequently, our CCS includes a metric, distribution of topics, which gives insight about the various topics discussed in the collection. The time dimension is related to the topical dimension, but addresses the need to capture documents as events unfold. Some real world events have well-defined times e.g., a sports event and elections. Archivists often need the crawl duration to encompass the real world event time frame. Inspired by the time dimension metric, we added the publication temporal and content temporal distribution metrics to the suite. Social media is increasingly where the first reports of many events such as protests and popular uprising unfold, consequently, the CCS includes a social media rate as part of the broader source diversity metric for quantifying the amount of social media sources found in the collection.

3 BOOTSTRAPPING ARCHIVED COLLECTIONS FROM SOCIAL MEDIA

Archived collections begin with a list of URIs, or seeds, that share a common set of topics. The seeds are subsequently crawled to discover more URIs. We believe archived collections can be started or augmented by adding URIs extracted from social media collections from Storify, Reddit, Twitter, and Wikipedia.

Storify is a social media curation service that enables users to create stories which consist of hand-selected web resources such as URLs of news articles, images, videos, etc. Unfortunately, Storify is scheduled to go out of service in May 2018 [36], but we are exploring other possible alternatives [19]. We can create a seed list by extracting the URIs from storify stories that are relevant to a collection topic. Twitter Moments is a service by Twitter that lets users create topical collections of tweets that may embed URLs and multimedia content. In addition to extracting URIs from the tweets in Twitter Moments collections, we can also generate collections automatically by searching Twitter for tweets related to a topic and extracting URIs from the tweets returned by the Twitter SERP (Search Engine Result Page). Reddit is a service that allows users to post URLs for various topics. Reddit users rate the URIs and post comments that may also include URIs. Reddit provides search, thus, the URIs from the Reddit SERP and their respective comments for relevant topics can be added to a seed list. The Wikipedia encyclopedia is a service that enables multiple contributors to create documents about various topics ranging from politics to science and technology. Wikipedia documents often include URIs of external references that are relevant to the document topic. For example, Table 2 consists of a sample of URIs extracted from the references of the Wikipedia document [38] about the Ebola virus event. A seed list for an archived collection can be generated with URIs extracted from the references of Wikipedia documents [21].

4 COLLECTION CHARACTERIZING SUITE

The CCS provides a means of characterizing individual collections and comparing multiple collections. The various metrics that make up the CCS can be instantiated in different ways - it is a template. Consequently, the main criteria considered for instantiating the various metric was generality.

4.1 Distribution of topics

A “topic” is informally defined as a group of words which frequently occur together. It provides a means to summarize collections and gives us some notion of what the collection is about. It is impractical to manually inspect all the web pages, especially for large collections, in order to discern aboutness, therefore, we need this measure to summarize collections. The distribution of topics is a ranked list of topics in a collection with the most frequent topics (most important summaries) at the top and the least frequent topics (least important summaries) at the bottom. A probabilistic language model assigns probabilities to a sequence of words that make up a topic. One goal of a language model is the assignment of high probabilities to frequent topics (or sentences) in a collection. Similarly, we adopted a variant of the n-gram language model. Since collections are organized around specific topics, web pages in the collection include these topics frequently in their vocabulary. For example, we would expect a collection about sports events to possess sports vocabulary, e.g., football, basketball, etc. Inspired by this characteristic of collections, we developed a method to derive the topical distribution of a collection by finding the n-grams in the collections with the highest frequency of occurrence in the collection. The method is described by Algorithm 1 and sample outputs are given in Table 6. Algorithm 1 leads to the possibility of splitting compound word n-grams. For example, given an Ebola virus collection, if we choose $n = 2$ to generate bigram topic distributions, it could result in a ranked list that includes “centers disease”
Algorithm 1: Generate a distribution of n-grams (topics)

**Input**: A collection \( C \) of web pages (\(|C| = N\)), integers \( n > 0 \), & \( m > 0 \).
**Output**: A ranked list of \( m \) n-grams (topics); the n-grams with the highest frequencies at the top of the list.

```
function GenTopicDist(C, n, m)
    0. Represent each document \( d_i \in C \) as a n-gram document
    1. Create a vocabulary vector \( V \in \mathbb{Z}^{N \times p} \), each entry \( v_i \) in \( V \)
       represents a unique n-gram from \( C \) (with \( p \) unique n-grams).
    2. Create a binary document term matrix \( M \in \mathbb{Z}^{N \times p} \). Each row
       in \( M \) represents a document \( d_i \in C \), and each
       column has 1 if \( v_i \in d_i \), and 0 otherwise.
    3. Create a ranked list \( L \). Populate \( L \) with \( n \)-grams \((v_i)\)
       with the highest frequencies of occurrence
       in \( M \) (max \( \sum_j m_{j,i} \), \( i = 1 \ldots N \)).
       Populate \( L \) with \( v_i \) in decreasing order of their frequencies.
    return \( L \)
end function
```

and “disease control”. It is clear that both terms are part of the compound word (trigram) “centers disease control” (stopwords are removed). To solve this problem, we replace multiple lower-order (e.g., bigram) n-grams with their superset higher-order (e.g., trigram) n-grams.

### 4.2 Distribution of sources

Given a collection of web pages, the *distribution of sources* is a statistical summary of the various sources sampled in order to build the collection. For example, the NLM Archive-It *Ebola virus* collection consists of 18 (12.5%) web pages from blogs.plos.org, 14 (9.7%) from cdc.gov, and 11 (7.6%) from twitter.com. We may conclude that these are the three most influential sources in the collection.

The distribution of sources is instantiated with a simple enumeration of the frequencies of the various hosts that make up a collection. In order to make the description more compact, we chose to report the top 10 hosts that make up a collection, and what proportion of the collection the top 10 hosts account for. For example, the top 10 hosts in the NLM Archive-It *Ebola Virus* collection make up 50% of the collection.

### 4.3 Content diversity

Given a collection of web pages, the *content diversity* is defined as the degree of self-similarity of the content of the web pages in the collection. For example, if we sample a collection about a *shooting* event one hour after the event, we should expect a high degree of similarity in the web pages. Most of them are expected to report the location of the shooting, the casualty count, possible identity of the perpetrators, etc. However, one year after the event, we may see more diverse content, perhaps discussing the shooting in context to other shootings. The diversity of the content of such events increases with time.

The content diversity is a single metric which summarizes the degree of self-similarity of a collection. A diversity score of 0 means no diversity - duplicate web documents, and a diversity score of 1 means maximum diversity - mutually orthogonal vocabulary of documents.

The input to calculate a content diversity for an arbitrary collection is a *similarity matrix* \( D \). The similarity matrix consists of the pairwise similarity of the web documents in the collection. We propose two ways of calculating the similarity between a pair of web pages corresponding with the two different ways of representing a collection. First, a collection may be represented as a *Document-Term matrix*: each row represents a document (web page), each column represents the TF or TFIDF value of a unigram in the collection vocabulary. In this representation, the similarity between a pair of documents is the cosine similarity measure. Second, a collection may be represented as a *List of Entity sets*: each document is represented as a set of entities of proper nouns (for people, location, organization, time, date, money, percent, and misc). The entities were extracted using the Stanford Named Entity Recognition System [12]. In this representation, we defined a new similarity measure - weighted Jaccard-Overlap similarity (Eqn. 1) to measure the similarity between a pair of web documents, with a Jaccard weight \((\alpha \in [0, 1])\) of 0.4.

The weighted Jaccard-Overlap similarity \( \text{sim}(A, B) \) between a pair of documents \( A \) and \( B \) is given by Eqn. 1, where \( \beta \) is the coefficient of similarity, defining the threshold two documents must reach to be considered similar. This threshold was empirically derived from a gold-standard dataset and set to 0.27.

\[
\text{sim}(A, B) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \alpha \cdot J(A, B) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot O(A, B) \geq \beta \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(1)

\( J(A, B) \) is the Jaccard index of both documents, \( J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} \), and \( O(A, B) \) is the Overlap coefficient of both documents,

\[
O(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{\min(|A|, |B|)}
\]

Let a *similarity matrix* of \( n \) web pages in a collection be represented by \( D \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \), and an all-ones matrix \( O \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \). Given a square matrix, \( N \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \), with zeros on the main diagonal and ones everywhere else, for example, if \( N \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \),

\[
N = \begin{bmatrix} 
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 
\end{bmatrix}, \text{ the content diversity score } d_c = 1 - \frac{||ND||_F}{||NO||_F}
\]

where \( ||A||_F \) is the Frobenius norm: \( ||A||_F = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} |a_{i,j}|^2} \)

Web documents consist of topics (groups of words that frequently occur together). This means multiple words that belong to the same topic tend to co-occur. We may not always consider our collection diverse by the mere presence of different words, especially if these words belong to the same topic. Instead, we may consider our collection diverse if it consists of different topics. Consequently, if we consider unigrams, we would reward diversity to different terms which occur together, even though they may belong to the same topic, i.e., no new information. The *Document-Term matrix* representation rewards diversity at the term level, while the *List of Entity sets* representation rewards diversity at the topic level.

### 4.4 Temporal distribution

The *publication temporal distribution* is an aggregation of publication dates that are used to timestamp web pages. The content temporal distribution is the collection of time references associated with events being discussed on web pages. The time information may be absolute, (e.g., “On Friday, Nov 17, 2017...”) or relative (e.g.,
“Next month is...”). We normalize relative time information (e.g., if the reference date is “2017-11-17” we represent “next month” as “2017-12-17”). Temporal distributions enable the calculation of the collection age. The ages of web pages may be calculated with respect to the creation date of the collection to indicate how long web pages existed prior to being collected. A short duration between the publication date of web pages and the creation date of the collection may indicate that the curator intended to collect web pages following a recent event. Alternatively, the ages of documents may be calculated with respect to the current date to determine absolute ages of web pages.

The publication dates of web pages may provide useful information about the kinds of events discussed in the document. For example, stories concerning airport security before the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks are not expected to discuss the TSA (Transportation Security Administration), because the TSA was founded on November 19, 2001. The publication date alone may not be sufficient to give us a full picture of the kinds of events discussed in a document, since documents often discuss events and include the dates of these events in their content. This may be relative, e.g., “last year” or absolute “on Jan 3rd, 2017.” Therefore, we also have to pay attention to these dates.

We extract the publication dates of the documents in a collection to form the publication date distribution through the use of CarbonDate [33] which estimates the creation date of web pages based on information polled from multiple sources such as the document timestamps, web archives, Twitter, backlinks, etc. We extract the content dates with the aid of SUTime [32].

### 4.5 Source diversity

Similar to content diversity, the source diversity metric tells us whether a collection samples a single source, a handful of sources, or many sources. The URI source diversity metric [28], \( d_{URI} \in [0, 1] \) tells us the rate of unique URIs; \( d_{URI} = 0 \) means the collection only has one distinct URI (duplicative web pages). On the other hand, if \( d_{URI} = 1 \), it means the collection is made up of unique URIs. We also explore source diversity at the domain (\( d_{domain} \)) and hostname (\( d_{hostname} \)) policies.

We deduplicated URIs in collections by trimming all parameters from the URIs as suggested by Brunelle et al. [5] before calculating source diversity. Given a policy set \( P = \{ URI, Domain, Hostname \} \) for a collection \( C \), and the count of unique URIs in the collection \( U \), the source diversity of a given policy \( d_p \) is given by Eqn. 2.

\[
d_{p\in P} = \frac{U}{|C|}; d_p \in [\frac{1}{|C|}, 1]
\]  

The normalized source diversity of a given policy \( d'_{p} \) is given by Eqn. 3.

\[
d'_{p\in P} = \frac{d_p - \frac{1}{|C|}}{1 - \frac{1}{|C|}} = \frac{U - 1}{|C| - 1}; d'_{p} \in [0, 1]
\]

The social media diversity metric or social media rate quantifies the proportion of web pages in a collection that are from social media sites. We created a predefined list of social media domains: twitter.com, facebook.com, youtube.com, instagram.com, and tumblr.com. Given \( k \) URIs from social media domains in a collection \( C \), the social media rate is \( \frac{k}{|C|} \). For example, a collection composed of 3 URIs from Twitter, 2 from Facebook, and 5 from CNN, has a social media rate of \( \frac{3}{10} = 0.3 \).

### 4.6 Collection exposure

If a web page is “popular” (used widely), this means there is some need the document fulfills to a wide audience. We approximate popularity with the collection exposure metrics - archival rate and tweet index rate. In our previous work [31], we showed that collections of local news from local news organization, such as the Caloosa Belle newspaper (LaBelle, Florida USA), are less exposed, thus less popular than collections of news sources from mainstream news organizations, such as CNN and The Washington Post.

The archival rate of a collection \( C \) is the fraction of \( C \) that is archived. For example, if we found 10 archived stories from \( C \) (where \( |C| = 50 \)), the archival rate of \( C \) is \( \frac{10}{50} = 0.2 \). Note that when comparing the archival rates of two collections, it is important to consider how old both collections are. For example, a collection \( A \) might have a much larger archival rate than a collection \( B \) only because \( A \) has much older documents than \( B \), and as a result had the greater opportunity to be archived.

Popular (widely used) URIs are more likely to be archived than less popular URIs [1]. This means we could use the archival state of a URI to infer its popularity. This method will not be valid if every URI is archived (e.g. Archive-It seeds). If this were the case (all URIs archived), the magnitude of archived copies of a URI may indicate
its popularity. The archive state of a web page can be measured using Memgator [2].

Similar to the archival rate, the tweet index rate of a collection \( C \) is the fraction of \( C \) found embedded in tweets. For example, if we found 40 URIs from \( C \) (where \( |C| = 50 \)) embedded in tweets, the tweet index rate of \( C \) is \( \frac{40}{50} = 0.8 \). Also similar to archival rate, when comparing the tweet index rates of two collections, it is important to consider how old both collections are. For example, a collection \( A \) might have a much larger tweet index rate than a collection \( B \) only because \( A \) includes web pages that are much older than \( B \), and as a result, had a greater opportunity to be tweeted. The tweet index state of a web page is set by searching Twitter for a tweet that embeds the page URI [27].

Similar to the archival rate, popular URIs are more likely to be shared on social media sites (e.g., Twitter) than less popular URIs. Consequently, the tweet index state (in tweet or not) of a web page may indicate the popularity or exposure of the web page. We may also be able to infer the popularity of a URI in a tweet by taking into account how often it is shared on Twitter. The tweet index rate is often a useful alternative to the archival rate when the collections to be compared have the same archival rate. For example, Archive-It seeds have a 100% archival rate. Likewise the archival rate provides an alternative when comparing collections with the same tweet index rates, for example, collections generated from Twitter have 100% tweet index rates.

4.7 Target audience

The target audience estimates the target users of the collection. This is not easy to achieve. Our premise is that the readability level of the documents in the collection is a reflection of the target audience. For example, if the reading level of a collection is at the 10th grade level, we conclude that the target audience starts from high school young adults and above. However, if the reading level is at the graduate level (16th grade) level, we may conclude the target audience might be professionals in a subject area.

The target audience of a collection provides important contextual information that may give insight about the composition of the collection, and may reflect the intent of the collection builder, such information is not often readily available.

We instantiate the target audience metric with readability measures. Readability measures estimate the reading level of documents through procedures that include counting syllables, words, and sentences. We employed widely used readability measures that output grade levels. These are the Flesch-Kincaid Grade level [20], Coleman Liau index [9], and the Automated Readability index [35]. For a single document, the readability score is the average score from the three readability measures (normalized between 0 and 1). The higher the readability score, the higher the grade level.

5 COLLECTION CHARACTERIZATION AND COMPARISON

In order to characterize a single collection with the CCS, we simply extract values for the metrics that make up the suite. These values collectively form a characterization for the collection. For example, Table 3 describes two collections. The first, the NLM Archive-It Ebola Virus collection, is an archived collection built manually by an archivist at the NLM in October 2014. The second, the Reddit Ebola Virus collection, we built by issuing the query “ebola virus” to Reddit from 2017-07-25 to 2017-08-23 and extracting links from the Reddit SERPs and their respective comments. Let us consider both collections to see how the CCS describes both collections.

The top five topics from the NLM Archive-It collection show that the collection addresses issues arising from the Ebola virus outbreak in West Africa (Table 3a, topic 1) and that the main countries affected were Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone (Table 3a, topic 2). Also two major players involved with the outbreak were public health workers and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Table 3a, topic 4 & 5). The Reddit collection also mirrors this sentiment. Both collections are similarly characterized by the fraction of the collections the top 10 hosts make (Table 3b, Dist. of sources). Similarly, both collections target a similar audience (Table 3b, Target audience) since they have the same median normalized grade level of 0.57 (11th grade).

### Table 4: Evaluation Dataset comprised of 129 collections from three Topics: “Ebola Virus,” “Hurricane Harvey,” and “2016 Pulse Nightclub shooting.” WSDL represents the collections generated by the authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Topic (URI Count)</th>
<th>Source (Author)</th>
<th>Creation Date</th>
<th>Extraction Date</th>
<th>Extraction note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ebola V... (144)</td>
<td>NLM</td>
<td>2014-10</td>
<td>Archive-It seeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ebola V... (669)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-11-29</td>
<td>100 sub-collections (lls 0-99) of URIs from 100 Storify stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ebola V... (669)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-11-29</td>
<td>A Collection created by combining all links in Collection 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ebola V... (155)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-07-25</td>
<td>URIs from references of Ebola Virus Wikipedia page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ebola V... (153)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-07-25</td>
<td>URIs from Reddit (6 comments) search for query: “Ebola Virus”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ebola V... (152)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-08-02</td>
<td>URIs in tweets from Twitter search for query: “Ebola Virus”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ebola V... (105)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-11-28</td>
<td>URIs from first 10 pages of Google, for query: “Ebola Virus”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hurricane H... (44)</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>2017-08</td>
<td>Archive-It seeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hurricane H... (151)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-09-02</td>
<td>URIs from references of Hurricane Harvey Wikipedia page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hurricane H... (14)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-12-08</td>
<td>2 sub-collections (lls 0-1) of URIs from tweets in Twitter Moments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hurricane H... (14)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-12-08</td>
<td>A collection created by combining all URIs in Collection 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hurricane H... (94)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-09-02</td>
<td>URIs from first page of Google, for query: “Hurricane Harvey”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2016 Pulse... (151)</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>2016-06</td>
<td>Archive-It seeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2016 Pulse... (50)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-12-08</td>
<td>5 sub-collections (lls 0-4) of URIs from tweets from Twitter Moments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2016 Pulse... (50)</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>2017-12-08</td>
<td>A collections created by combining URIs in Collection 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Random (500)</td>
<td>Lichman, M</td>
<td>2014-03-10</td>
<td>10 sub-collections (lls 0-9) of URIs or random news stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3b shows that the Reddit collection produced a higher content diversity for both collection representations (Document-Term matrix and List of Entity sets). The NLM Archive-It collection produced much newer web documents with a median publication age of 36 days, compared to the Reddit collection of 3.9 years. This suggests that the NLM Archive-It collection was created a few months
after the Ebola event unfolded. Additionally, the Reddit collection sampled from more hosts (hostname source diversity - 0.53) and had more social media URLs (social media rate - 0.12) compared to the NLM Archive-It collection (hostname source diversity - 0.34, social media rate - 0.07). The NLM Archive-It collection indicated a higher exposure than the Reddit collection, with a higher archival rate of 1.0, compared to the 0.78 archival rate of the Reddit collection. The high archival rate of the Archive-It collection is no surprise because it is a collection of seeds; the seeds are meant to be crawled and archived. The NLM Archive-It collection also showed a higher tweet index rate (0.72) than the Reddit collection (0.40).

Table 5: List of collections most similar to three Archive-It collections and three random collections for the evaluation dataset topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gold standard collections</th>
<th>Three most similar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ebola Virus (ebo.5)</td>
<td>ebo.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane Harvey (hur.8)</td>
<td>hur.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 Pulse night.. (pul.)</td>
<td>pul.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random news stories 0 (ran.)</td>
<td>ran.16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random news stories 1 (ran.)</td>
<td>ran.16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random news stories 2 (ran.)</td>
<td>ran.16.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 EVALUATION

To assess if we could bootstrap archived collections from social media, we measured the distances between archived collections from Archive-It (A) and collections generated from social media sources: Storify (S), Reddit (R), Twitter Moments (M), and Wikipedia (W). The rationale for this is if collections created by extracting URIs from social media collections are similar (low distance) to expert-created collections on Archive-It, then we may start or augment archived collections with seeds extracted from social media sources.

We generated a dataset (Table 4) of 129 collections (2,765 URIs) from three topics: "Ebola Virus," "Hurricane Harvey," and "2016 Pulse Nightclub Shooting," and 10 collections (500 URIs) for random (multiple topics) news stories from the UCI news aggregator.

Table 6: Dist. of top five Topics for Archive-It Collections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2016 Pulse nightclub shooting</th>
<th>Hurricane Harvey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;pulse nightclub orlando florida&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;hurricane harvey photo&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;new york&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;27 2017 houston&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;en la comunidad&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;27 2017 photo&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;mass shooting&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;tropical storm harvey photo&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;omar mateen&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;corpus christi&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Each pictogram in Table 5 represents a collection expressed by an image of the collection source (section 6). The pictogram superscript represents the collection topic abbreviation followed by the collection ID (Table 4). The sub-collection ID follows the collection ID for Storify and Twitter Moments sub-collections. The subscript represents the normalized Euclidean distance of the collection to the specified Archive-It collection. For example, for the Ebola Virus topic, the Reddit (ebo.5) collection has the closest distance (0.17) to the Archive-It (ebo.5) collection.
Table 5 shows that the CCS resulted in the clustering of collections of similar topics with a distance ranging from 0.17 to 0.34 across all topics. The Reddit collection ($\sigma^2_{eo.1}$) was most similar to the Archive-It Ebola Virus collections ($\sigma^2_{ebo.1}$). Since we had more Storify collections in our dataset, the Storify collections have a higher opportunity of outperforming (lowest distance) other collections. In fact, the Storify Ebola Virus collection ($\sigma^2_{ebo.3}$) is 4.3 times the size of the Reddit collection, yet, the Reddit collection was most similar to the Archive-It collection. This suggests that the larger the collection may not always mean the better the collection. This result is potentially consequential: it suggests that we may consider Reddit as a collection source in the absence of Storify. The Google Hurricane Harvey collection ($\sigma^2_{hur.12}$) was most similar to the Archive-It Hurricane Harvey collection confirming our expectation that collections generated from Google may be similar to social media collections since users may use Google to discover URIs. The Twitter Moments 2016 Pulse nightclub shooting collection ($\sigma^2_{pus.15}$) was third most similar even though it has no topics in common with the Archive-It Hurricane Harvey collection (n-gram topic similarity of 0), indicating a strong similarity across other dimensions. This shows the need for taking topic similarity into consideration before collection comparison. Similarly, the Twitter Moments collections were most similar to the Archive-It 2016 Pulse nightclub shooting collections.

Random collections were most similar to other random collections due a common set of properties random collections show: all the random collection produced high diversity values for Document-Term matrix (0.93 - 0.95) and List of Entity sets (0.88 - 1.0) representations. Also, they included no social media sources (social media rate - 0.0) and sampled from a diverse set of hosts (hostname diversity between 0.92 - 0.77).

Across the various topics, the distribution of topics (ngram similarity) CCS metric provided the most information to distinguish the collections, producing the highest variance or spread ($\sigma = 0.29$) across the collections (Fig. 1, Chrt 4). The radar plots (Fig. 1, Chrt 1-3) illustrates this variance. This suggests the importance of collection summaries in distinguishing collections. This was followed by the hostname diversity CCS metric ($\sigma = 0.26$), suggesting multiple ways collections sample hosts. The target audience (readability) and URI diversity provided the least information to distinguish the collections: this may be explained by the idea that the documents in the collection target a common audience and have little or no duplicate links ($d_{URI} = 1$).

8 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

We believe the CCS of seven metrics can be expanded. Any new metric has to provide valuable information to a wide range of users since there are many measures one can easily extract from a collection.

To begin or augment expert-generated archived collections of web pages, we proposed extracting URIs from collections created by users on social media sites: Storify, Reddit, Twitter, and Wikipedia. This required us to assess the degree of similarity of the collections generated from social media sources and archived collection. To achieve such comparison, we developed a suite (CCS) of seven metrics that characterized individual collections. Multiple collections can be compared by computing the similarity or distances with respect to a given collection. The CCS metrics included widely used metrics motivated by the state of the art in collection evaluation such as distribution of topics, content diversity, and publication temporal distribution. We also provided and motivated additional metrics such as distribution of sources, content temporal distribution, source diversity, collection exposure, and target audience. The metrics provide valuable information such as a summary of the collection that indicates whether the collection is on topic and the degree of self similarity of the collection. We consider our collection characterizing suite as a template, and as such, may be realized in different ways, and provided novel options for instantiating the metrics. The CCS distance evaluation results showed that Archive-It collection and social media collections are similar with a distance ranging from 0.17 to 0.34, suggesting that we can start or augment the seed generation process of important events by extracting URIs from social media collections. Our evaluation dataset as well as source code that implements instantiations of the CCS are publicly available [29].
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